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Want to know when DMI+ and DMI- cross (either direction)

I would like help in how to find when the DMI+ and DMI- lines cross THAT DAY. By the time ADX Up (buy) or ADX

down (sell) signal is announced, that separation has already run several days. Would like to catch it earlier. I've found

its a very reliable indicator.

Regards.

dmi+  crossover  dmi-

Southpaw, welcome to the StockCharts users forum, please read the FAQ section, link in the top right corner, it will tell

you all the in's and out's of how this forum works and your responsibilities as a member, we encourage all new

members to read it.

Now for your scan, have you looked into using the crosses above function. Here is an example in the basic scan

interface, this is DMI+ crossing above DMI-

http://stockcharts.com/def/servlet/SC.uscan?s=I.N|G.0|USAD[T.T_EQ_S]![T.C_EQ_U]![DAS0,20,TV_GT_40000]!

[DBN0,14_CR_DBO0,14]

Now if you want to find to find when DMI+ crosses below there is no function for that as its redundant, just reverse the

order in the scan and look for DMI- crossing above DMI+.

If you want get fancy you can look for both at the same time but you will have to use the advanced scan interface and

an "OR" function. I suggest you stay with the basic version until you get a good feel for how all the functions of the

scan engine work.

cheers Gord

Southpaw: Two things. First,If you want that info sooner you need to run the scan periodically during the day setting
your scan period to intraday (I'm assuming that is what you meant by THAT DAY) to get the signal before the close.

Second, I am curious about how reliable you find the DMI cross signal since I don't use ADX at all because I found it

to be unreliable. What am I missing? Thanks.
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